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Abstract 
We consider actions for N D-branes at points in a general Kahler 
manifold, which satisfy the axioms of D-geometry, and could be used 
as starting points for defining M(atrix)-theory in curved space. 
We show that the axioms cannot be satisfied unless the metric is 
Ricci flat, and argue that such actions do exist when the metric is Ricci 
flat. This may provide an argument for Ricci flatness in M(atrix)- 
theory. 
1    Introduction 
For many problems of D-brane physics, it is useful to know the low energy 
action for D-branes in curved space. Given a solution of string theory, this 
is defined by world-sheet computation along the lines of [1,2]. Such actions 
could also be used to define M(atrix)-theory in curved space, as discussed 
in [3] 
For small curvatures a'R <C 1, a single D-brane in curved space is de- 
scribed by the supersymmetrized Nambu-Born-Infeld Lagrangian.   At low 
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energies, this reduces to two decoupled sectors, U(l) super Yang-Mills the- 
ory and a non-linear sigma model. 
A crucial feature of the D-brane is enhanced gauge symmetry when sev- 
eral D-branes coincide, and thus an action describing more than one D-brane 
in curved space must include a U(N) super Yang-Mills theory as well as the 
non-linear sigma model, but now the two sectors are coupled. 
In [4], a minimal set of axioms was proposed, which should be satisfied 
both by weak coupling D-brane actions in spaces of small curvature, and 
by M(atrix)-theory actions. We will review these below; they are rather 
uncontroversial statements, the most novel being the requirement that a 
string stretched between the D-branes should have mass exactly proportional 
to the distance between the branes. It was then shown that a d = 4, Af = 
1 U(N) Lagrangian with one chiral superfield (parameterizing one curved 
complex dimension - in other words, describing a 3-brane in six dimensions) 
was determined (uniquely up to terms with more than two commutators) by 
these axioms. Dimensional reduction then produces actions for all p-branes 
with p < 3 in six dimensions. 
Here we study the analogous problem of a 3-brane in ten dimensions, 
with three curved complex dimensions. We will do a local analysis using 
normal coordinate expansions, and develop the analogous "D-normal coor- 
dinate expansion" to sixth order. We will show that the axioms cannot be 
satisfied unless the target space is Ricci-flat, and give strong evidence that 
there exists a solution when it is Ricci-flat. 
Since the string theory definition works only in this case, this result 
might seem natural and even predestined in the context of string theory. 
However, since we did not use string theory to derive the action, but rather 
a set of axioms which make perfect sense on a general curved manifold, the 
result seems somewhat surprising. We will discuss its interpretation, as well 
as the possibility that this is a consistency condition for M(atrix)-theory 
compactifications, in the conclusions. 
In section 2, we review the axioms. In section 3, we re-express these 
axioms as conditions on the Kahler potential and the superpotential. In 
section 4, we show that these conditions imply that the target space must 
be Ricci flat, and that they uniquely determine the superpotential. We also 
find a compact expression for the conditions on the Kahler potential. In 
section 5, by studying the normal coordinate expansion to the sixth order, 
we demonstrate that there exists a Kahler potential satisfying these condi- 
tions. It is unique at the first non-trivial (fourth) order, but at fifth order 
ambiguities begin to appear. Section 6 is devoted to discussion. 
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2    Axioms 
Given a d-dimensional Kahler manifold M with Kahler potential Ki, the 
problem will be to find a d = 4, Af = 1 U(N) gauged non-linear sigma model 
satisfying the axioms below. The low energy action will be determined by a 
configuration space AJV? a dA/'2-dimensional Kahler manifold with potential 
KN\ an action of U(N) by holomorphic isometries (which determines an 
action of GL(N)); and a superpotential W. The axioms are then 
1. The classical moduli space, 
{XN\W' = 0}//U(N), 
is the symmetric product MN/SN. 
2. The generic unbroken gauge symmetry is U(l)N, while if two branes 
coincide the unbroken symmetry is U(2) x U(1)N~2} and so on. 
3. Given two non-coincident branes at points pi ^ pj) all states charged 
under U(l)i X U(l)j have mass rrtij = d{pi,pj), the distance along the 
shortest geodesic between the two points. 
4. The action is a single trace (in terms of matrix coordinates), 
S = Tr (..•). (2.1) 
Some comments: 
(i) The axioms could have been stated in a coordinate-free way. Only 
axiom 4 used coordinates, and it could be replaced by something like 
4b: The action has no explicit iV dependence, and its value (on field 
configurations with no explicit N dependence) is O(N). 
We will give a coordinate-free statement of the problem elsewhere, but 
the point is that we conjecture that the axioms imply the following 
statement: 
Given local coordinates z1 on X, there exist local matrix coordinates 
Z1 on XN (we define Z* = (Z1)^), such that the moduli space will be 
parameterized by diagonal matrices whose eigenvalues are coordinates 
on the individual copies of M, and such that the U(N) action is 
Zi^U^ZiU. (2.2) 
Note that in choosing the coordinates Z*', we must define the off- 
diagonal matrix elements as coordinates on AV, and (2.2) is one con- 
straint on them. It does not completely specify them, however: we can 
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still make holomorphic matrix changes of coordinate which are trivial 
on the moduli space: 
(2.3) 
Zi   —►   Wi = Zi + a)k[Z>, Zk] + b)kl[Z>, Zk]Zl + • • • , 
ZT   —>   WJ = ZT + a^]i[Z~kJ^ + ¥fkjZW^Z^ + ''' , 
where air — (fl!^)*? etc. are arbitrary constants. 
Thus the problem will be to find all Lagrangians of the form 
£=  fd49Tv KN{Z,Z)+ f d20TrW(Z) + c.c. (2.4) 
satisfying the axioms, where we consider two Lagrangians equivalent 
if they are related by a field redefinition (2.3). 
(ii) The potential will be the sum of that coming from the D- and F-terms, 
and supersymmetric vacua will satisfy the conditions 
o . D*.»**»], 
(2.5) 
flTrWiv 
dZi      * 
We want the moduli space to be commuting matrices [Z*, Z*] = 0, and 
in more than one dimension the D-flatness condition alone does not 
suffice to do this. 
In flat space the model has the Af = 4, d = 4 Lagrangian, which in 
this notation has the superpotential Tr Zl[Z2, Z3]. More generally, we 
could take the form 
W(Z) = Yitijkai(Z)[Zi,Zk]1 (2.6) 
i 
which vanishes for any commuting matrices and thus has W' = 0 on 
this subspace. For a generic function of this form, other solutions would 
not be expected and thus we would have the moduli space MN/SN- 
(iii) Clearly getting the right metric on moduli space will require us to take 
for KN(Z,Z) some version of K(z, z), with a definite ordering prescrip- 
tion. On the moduli space, the ordering prescription will translate into 
a specific dependence of the action for the off-diagonal elements on the 
point in moduli space. 
The axioms stated can only determine the action and its second deriva- 
tives on the moduli space, since they only refer to masses of stretched 
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strings, not interactions between stretched strings. 
The second derivatives we will use are 
d2 
gij(zi,zi,Z2,h) = dzi d^j Tr KN(Z,Z) 
Z€MN/SN 
and 
C/Z12aZ21 
(2.7) 
(2.8) 
(iv) We could have considered a more general gauge kinetic term, 
Re /d20 Tr f{Z)W2 +MZ)\W> ZV^ Z'l (2-9) 
Taking non-constant j[Z) would lead to a space-dependent gauge cou- 
pling, as would come from a non-constant dilaton background. The 
mass conditions in this case involve the dilaton as well as the metric 
(e.g. see [5]), and we will not consider this case here. Non-constant 
fij(Z), as we will see below, turns out to be incompatible with the 
mass conditions. 
3    Mass Conditions on Kahler Potential and Su- 
perpotential 
In this section, we summarize conditions on the Kahler potential and su- 
perpotential imposed by the axioms. In particular, we express the mass 
condition (the axiom 3) as conditions on g(zi, Z2) and &ijk{zi, ^2) defined in 
(2.7 and (2.8). 
Our considerations will be in a neighborhood of a point p in the target 
space, and we will use coordinates z in which this is at z = 0. 
3.1    Normal Coordinates and the Squared Distance 
On any Kahler manifold M, one can always find a holomorphic local coor- 
dinate system (normal coordinates) such that the metric has an expansion 
around z = 0 as 
By using Kahler potential transformations Ki —> Ki + ReF(z), we can 
assume the Kahler potential on M has an expansion 
00   00 
K, (*, z) = izp+x; E ^P1JW,.I/1 • • • ^ • • • ^    (3-2) 
p=2 q=2 
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More explicitly, 
Ki(z,z) = z*? - ^R^zh^1 +.... (3.3) 
where Rijjj is the Riemann curvature at z = 0. All symmetries of the Rie- 
mann tensor, Rijkj = RkjiT and RijkJ ~ RiTkji are manifest in this expression. 
We also need an expression for the geodesic distance. Let d2(£, z) be the 
squared geodesic distance from x to z. It obeys the differential equation 
^W^l^i = *(.,,) (3.4, 
which follows from the Einstein relation 4glJpipj= m2, the momentum pi = 
mdS(x, y)/dx% and the fact that the point particle action is proportional to 
the geodesic distance, S(x,y) = md(x, y). 
This combined with the initial condition 
d2d2{x,z) 
dx^x^ = 9ij{x), (3.5) 
determines the geodesic distance uniquely [6]. For example, its expansion to 
0{z4) is 
d2(x, z) = \x- z\2-\RiJkj(x - zYix - z)\x + zf{x + zf 
(3.6) 
In section 6, the expansion to the sixth order is given. 
According to axiom 4, the Kahler potential KN for the N D-branes is 
expressed as a trace of a power series in Z and Z. Again, by a holomorphic 
coordinate change Z —> f(Z), we can go to normal coordinates on the full 
configuration space XN, in which Kjsr takes the form 
oo 
TrKN{Z,Z) = TrZiZi+ ]£ K%'q) Tr Z- - Z- • Z- • -Z- • • .      (3.7) 
p1q=2 
Here Z  • • Z • • • Z • • • Z • • • is some sequence of p Z's and g Z's. This elimi- 
nates the ambiguity expressed in equation (2.3). 
As discussed in [4], reproducing the metric for each of the N branes 
requires 
TrKN{Z,Z) 
N 
= J2K1(za,za) , (3.8) 
zeM"/sN     0=1 
where z{^..., zfo are the eigenvalues of Z\ Thus KN must have the same 
expansion in powers of Z and Z as Ki, but the precise ordering remains to 
be fixed. 
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A natural guess for the full Kahler form would be 
TvKN(Z,Z)   =   STrtfi(Z,Z) 
(3.9) 
=   Tr && - \RiJkj STr ZiZ>ZkZl + ■ • • , 
where STr is the symmetrized trace: STr Ai • • • i4n = ^ X)<TG5i\r ^r ^(i)'' * 
^(n). However, there could be additional terms which vanish on the moduli 
space, and we will need to constrain them by using the mass condition (axiom 
3). As it will turn out, (3.9) must be corrected (at sixth order!). 
3.2    The Mass Condition for Gauge Bosons 
The simplest thing to check is that the gauge boson masses are correctly re- 
produced, because these do not depend on the superpotential. This requires 
d2{zuz2) = ^J^Tr KN{Z + t[X,ZlZ+^X,Z\) ,   (3.10) 
ZGMN/SNl t=0 
where X = £'12 + E21 is a broken generator. More explicitly, 
9ij(zuzu z2, 22X21 - 22)*(21 - ^X = d2(z1,Z2) . (3.11) 
3.3 Non-Constant Gauge Kinetic Term 
We now consider the case of non-constant fij(z) in (2.9). This would modify 
the mass condition to 
ftjfci, 21, a*, ^H*! - ^Yih - h)J = d2(zl,Z2)Ref(zi, Z2) , (3.12) 
where /(-^i,^) is holomorphic. 
Suppose f(zi,Z2) ~ 1 + zk is non-constant; then the left hand side will 
include a term 0(zk+1z)+c.c.. From (3.7), we see that in normal coordinates 
Sij™ Sij + 0(zz), leading to the right hand side \z\2 + 0(z2z2) which cannot 
include such a term. 
Thus the mass condition requires trivial gauge kinetic term, and we re- 
strict attention to this case. 
3.4 The Mass Condition for Scalars 
The masses of the chiral superfields are determined by the kinetic term gij 
and the second derivatives of the potential, and thus their mass condition is 
SiSjV = SiSjVo + Si5jVF = <Pgij , (3.13) 
where Si = d/dZ^ and Sj = d/dZlv 
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The D-term contribution is 
and its second derivative on the moduli space was given in [4], while the 
F-term contribution is 
vr-( ^ y'jSLe.        (3.i5) 
with second derivative on the moduli space 
d2V> /    SPK.   V1     d2W        d2W F       =    d2   
dzi2dzJ31       Kdz^dzfJ   dzi2dz*1dz{1dz& (3.16) 
=    5fc^fc/(4-4)%mn(^-^)- 
More explicitly, with the gauge boson mass (3.11), the mass condition (3.13) 
reads 
&«(*? - %)Mz? - z?) + gUflikmiz? - z^tljjM - %) 
(3.17) 
= gijgmn{Zl   - Z2 ){zl  ~ Z2 )' 
4    More on the Mass Conditions 
In this section, we study the mass conditions (3.11) and (3.17) found in 
the previous section. We show that these require that the target space be 
Ricci-flcit and also determine the superpotential completely. 
4.1     Ricci Flatness 
In this subsection, we will show that the mass condition (3.17) implies Rij = 
0. 
Note that the off-diagonal metric g and diagonal metric g are related as 
lim gij(zuzi,z^zi) = <fcj(*2,22), (4.1) 
which follows from (3.5) and (3.11). For later convenience, set 
ntj*:(*2) = ^j^-gp? {6«im(*i, z2){zx - 22)m|. 
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Taking \imzl^Z2 ^J^ of (3-17)> we get 
9in9m3 + g^ikm%n ^ frjQmn- (4.2) 
As was explained in the introduction, we assume a superpotential of the 
form 
Wiv(Z) = cTr^1[Z2,Z3] + ... (4.3) 
where • • • stands for higher order terms with at least one commutator. Then, 
Qijkiz) can be expanded as 
.<*,•*(*)   =ce8ifc + EP>ifig;mi...m^roi--^mp- (4-4) 
Let us plug the expansions (3.1) and (4.4) into (4.2). On the right hand side, 
there are no purely holomorphic terms in the expansion. On the left hand 
side, however, such terms would appear with coefficients ^0^.^..^ €jfn- 
This implies ^j^l.mi...m = '0 for all p > 1, i.e. Q.ijkiz) actually has no z 
dependence in our coorcfinate system; 
ilijk(z) = C€ijk. (4.5) 
Then, (4.2) reduces to 
yinymj ~T \c\  9    tikmtjln "~ 9ij9mn\ 
which is equivalent to det <7mn(2, z) = |c|2. The normalization (3.1) fixes 
|c| = 1. Thus the final result is 
det gmn(z,z) = l. (4.6) 
Ricci flatness of M is a corollary of this: 
RiJ
 * d7d&logdet fifmfl^, ^== 0, ^4J^ 
4.2    Superpotential >Viv(Z) 
In this subsection we will show that the mass condition (3.17) determines 
the superpotential Tr WJV(^) to be 
Tr yVN{Z) = Tr Z1^2, Z3], (4.8) 
to all orders in diagonal coordinates but up to the second order in commu- 
tators. 
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The basic strategy is quite similar to that used in the previous subsection. 
Here, instead of taking the limit zi -+ Z2, we will expand various quantities 
as a power series in zi — Z2 and zi — Z2: 
00 
A(zuzu », Sh) = E ^f4;Jl...Jg {*$*, ^ 
p,q=0 
X(Z1 - Z2)il •••(«!- Z2)HZl - Z2)31 •••{Zl- ^)J«. 
(4.9) 
The second derivative of the superpotential is expanded as 
^'-^ - ^£KT'WN{Z) zeMN/sN 
p=l 
(4.10) 
From the superpotential (4.3), we have 
ftgi(fl*a) = «y*+o(24a). 
We saw in the previous subsection that |c| = 1 and by choice of coordinates 
we can take c = 1. Then, (4.5) implies 
ftti*(*2) = Jim^ ^ {fitim^l, ^2)(^l - Z2)7n} = ^(^2) = Cfj*- 
(^•Tr WAT now reads 
(4.11) 
On the other hand, the D-Kahler potential (3.7) gives the following expansion 
of g 
00   00 
to<*i, *t. ^' ^) = **+E E^. .^..J, (^'II^) 
P=I 9=1 
X(2l _^)*l ...(Zl _ ^)^(5l _ Z2/. ...(5l - 22)<«. 
(4.12) 
Let us consider a similar expansion of the mass degeneracy condition 
(3.17). On the right hand side, there are no terms with bi-degree (p = 1, q > 
2). On the left hand side, however, such terms would appear with coefficients 
S^C-TM^ . Thus, fi(p) must vanish for all p > 2. This implies 
toijkifUQL) {Zl - Z2)k = tijk{zi - Z2)k, (4.13) 
to all orders in zi and Z2, and the stated result. 
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4.3    Condition on det g 
Given the F term contribution (4.13), we can reduce the mass condition 
(3.17) to a much simpler form: 
9ingmj(z? - z?)(z? - zj) +9kJeikmej[n(z^ - z?)(% - z*) 
(4.14) 
which can be rewritten as 
(1 - det g) X gkhikmefln{z? - ^)(ff - z?) = 0. (4.15) 
This holds if and only if 
det g(zuzu Z2, ^2) = 1. (4.16) 
The condition   (4.16)  bears a striking similarity  to the  previous  result 
det g(z, z) = 1. This is consistent since g and g are related via (4.1). 
5    Explicit Form of D-Kahler Potential 
We have seen that the axioms of D-geometry and especially the mass condi- 
tion (3.17) puts stringent constraints on our problem. In normal coordinates, 
the superpotential yVN{Z) is uniquely fixed as (4.8) and the nontrivial in- 
formation of D-geometry is encoded in the Kahler potential KN(Z,Z). 
Let us summarize the properties KN(Z,Z) should have: 
* 1. It must reproduce the Ricci flat metric for each of the TV branes. 
N 
T:TKN{Z,Z) = y]/iri(*a,Sa), (5.1) 
zeMN/sN     a=i 
where zl,..., zfa are the eigenvalues of Zl. 
2. The gauge boson mass condition: Its second derivative must reproduce 
the geometric distance. 
gij{zi,zi,Z2,Z2)(zi - Z2y{zi - ^Y = d2(z^ Z2). (5.2) 
3. 
det gij{zuzu Z2, ^2) = 1. (5.3) 
(5.5) 
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5.1    KN to the Fourth Order 
We now show that, at the first non-trivial order (fourth order) in the normal 
coordinate expansion, there exists a unique Kpj satisfying these conditions: 
KN{Z, Z) = Tr #2? - ^%fc/STr ZiZkZsZT. (5.4) 
The most general form of KN to fourth order reads 
Tr KN{Z,Z) = Tr ZZ -\RiJkTSTr ZiZkZ3ZT 
+\A(iim?v{Z\Zi}[Z\zi] 
+i%][^Tr[^,^][^,Zr] 
+\C(ikmTT[Z\Z?\[Zk,Zi} 
+Z)[ifc][jf]Tr Z'Z^^'. 
In general, the terms B and C together are redundant, by using the 
Jacobi identity. For example, Tr [a;,a;][t/, y] — Tr [a;,y][y, x\ = Tr [x, y][x, y]. 
So, we require that C be symmetric under such interchanges. Similarly, the 
symmetry condition on D makes it independent of C and R. 
To check that this includes all fourth order terms, we count d4 terms 
Tr ZiZiZkZ' and d2(d2+l)/2 of the form Tr ZiPZkZ', while the expansion 
above has (d{d + l)/2)2 + 2(d(d~l)/2)2 + 2(d{d-l)/2)(d(d + l)/2) + (d(d + 
l)/2)2 terms, which agrees. 
To check the conditions at fourth order we use (3.6) for d2, and compute 
(2.7 using (5.5) to find 
gij(zi,h,Z2,Z2) - Sij-\RiJkI(z1+Z2)k{z1 + Z2y 
+K-fcjr+ A-fcjrK*! + ^)fc(*i - ^)r 
+(A^-r+Afcjr)(^i - zi)k^ + *») * \l 
(5.6) 
+5l-fcJK^l - 22)fc(2l " 22)' 
-Qfcrj(«i - 22)fc(2i - 22)'- 
We find that, taking into account the symmetries of the tensors, we need 
A = C — D = 0 but B is undetermined. 
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Now let us use condition 3. Using our computation (5.6) of 5, we have 
(to second order) 
det gij = 1 - !%(*! + ztfih + z2)T- (-fiRti-BtiXz! - z2)k(zl - z2y, 
where Rkj = SX3R^kj is the Ricci tensor at z = 0 and Bkj = S^B^j. We see 
that in this coordinate system the only solutions have Rkj = Bkj — 0. The 
latter implies ^Br^ir^n = 0 in d < 3. 
5.2 Higher Orders 
The appearance of Ricci flatness in the computation was somewhat unex- 
pected, and to get more insight (and be sure that there are no further con- 
sistency conditions) we push the computation to the next non-trivial case, 
which is sixth order. In addition, we would like to know whether the unique- 
ness we found at fourth order persists at higher orders. 
5.3 Normal Coordinate Expansions to Sixth Order 
To this order, the expansion of the Kahler potential in normal coordinates 
is 
00 
JM*. 5) = ** + E <p:.ip;* J/1 • • • ^ • • • ** 
+Silkimzi^zkzlzm + ex. (5.8) 
+TiiklmpzizhkzTzmz* + c.c. 
+ ••• 1 
where the coefficients 5, T and U are given by 
^ijklm     =     ~~ 12 dz™ttijkl{Z) 
z=0 
1     d2 
1 
z=0 
-^ijklmp     "~ 48 dz'^dzP ^ijkl\Z) 
Uijklmn     =     - 36 I  dzmdzn ^ijkli2) "" ^Riqkn(fyRpjmlfi) ) 
(5.9) 
This can be checked by using the expression 
dzidz3dzkdzT dzidzkdz* dzmdzmT 
dAK mn     d3K d3K 
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The terms S and T correspond to purely holomorphic derivatives of the 
curvature and as such do not lead to essentially new features. However, the 
mixed derivatives Uz3z3 might. 
Again by using (3.5) and (3.4), we find the expansion of the squared 
geodesic distance d2(x,z) to 0(z, z)6: 
d2(x,z) =\x - z\2 
-\RiJkT(x- zY(x - zy(x + z)k(x + z)1 
-±RiJkT(x - s)'(ai - zftx - z)k(x - z)1 
+-4Si3kTm(x - zy(x - zy(x + z)k(x + z)T(x + z)™ 
+\SiJkTm(x - zYix - zy(x - z)k(x + zy(x - zT 
+\Swm{* - «)'(« - *)J> - zfi* - z)T(x + z)™ 
+C.C. 
+kTijldmp(x - zYix - zy(x + z)k(x - z)T(x + zr(x - zf 
+\Tijklmp{x - *)•'(* - zy{x + z)k{x + z)\x - z)m{x - zf 
+\Tilklmp{x - zYix - z)Hx + z)k{x + z)\x + z)m{x + zf 
+C.C. 
+!##&**(* - *)*& - zyt* - z)k^ - *?(* - ^H* - 5)a 
+^Ui^mn(x - zy(x - zftx + z)k(x - z)T(x + zr(x - zY 
+*UiskTmfi{x - zYix - zy{x + z)k{x + zY{x - z)m{x - zY 
+f|£Wn(z - *)*{* - m* - 2)fc(*+2)r(^ - *r(*+*)* 
-^Ri^'R^ix - zy(x- zy(x - zY(x - zY(x - *)"(* - z)* 
-^Riqkn8^Rpjmrix - Zy(x - Z)^ - Z)k(x - Z)T(X + Z)m(x + ^ 
+ ••• 
(5.11) 
5.4    D-Kahler Potential to Fifth Order 
We now consider the possible fifth order terms in the D-Kahler potential, 
and their contributions to gij. 
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The natural guess for the fifth order term is 
K^{Z, Z) = ... + SiJkjmSTT ZiZ'ZkZiZm + c.c. + .... (5.12) 
This leads to the variation 
+i5iJ«iB(*-*)fc(2 + 5)r(«-*)m (5-13) 
+I'Vm(x - 2)fc(x - ^)r(x + z)m + ex. , 
which indeed reproduces the corresponding terms of (5.11) in (5.2). 
However, it is not the unique Kahler potential which does so. In fact, 
there are two commutator terms one can add which modify 5;j, but which 
preserve both (5.2) and (5.3) at this order. An explicit example is 
KW{Z,Z)   =   ^^TrtZ^^Ht^,^],^} 
+ E*-kl  Tv{Z\ZJ){[Z\Z\Z™}. 
(5.14) 
This leads to the variation 
g\f{x,z)   =   2Eukjm(z-xy(x-z)k(x + z)m 
+ 2E*rkiJz-x)T(x-z)~k(x + zy 
(5.15) 
The symmetry of E guarantees that this will reproduce (5.2), while at this 
order, the condition det g = 1 reduces to Tr ^5) = 0, which also has solu- 
tions, e.g. EijkTfh = CijSkjCrn. 
This means that the axioms as stated do not have a unique solution. To 
clarify the degree of non-uniqueness, let us check the Riemann curvature on 
the moduli space. One can show that the mixed components are given by 
Rzil+zh zi1+2i2 Z!2 zl, (1. *) = Ri0 (^) +0(z1- z2). (5.16) 
The ambiguities discussed above manifest themselves at 0(zi -Z2)• In terms 
of the geometry of the configuration space A^v? the curvature on the bundle 
of off-diagonal modes is fixed on the diagonal Zi = Zj, but is not completely 
fixed off the diagonal. 
5.5    D-Kahler Potential to Sixth Order 
We give an explicit solution of the conditions to this order, without studying 
the question of uniqueness. 
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The gauge boson mass condition (3.11) can be reproduced by the Kahler 
potential 
K(Z,Z)=   TrZZ 
-\RiJkTSTTZiPZkZT 
+SiJkjmSTr ZiZlZkZTZm + c.c. 
+rijWmPSTr ZiZ>ZkZTZmZP + c.c. 
+UiJkjmnSTv Z«'^ZfcZrZmZ" 
+Riqm.nS9P Rplkj 
x (-± Tr iZk, [Z\ Z^iZ-, [Zm, Z*}} 
+^5 Tr [Zk, [#, &} }[Z\ [Z™, ZP\ ]) 
+Fkiim[nq]?T{Zk,[Zi,Zi}}{Z™,[Z*,Z?\} + c.c.        (5-17) 
+GkiTm[M] Tr [Zk, {Z\ Z1] ] [Zm, [Z«, Z«] ] + c.c. 
= E *&£** ,-,STr zil • •■Zip231 • ••&" 
P+«<6 
+Riqmnf>9PRpTkj 
x (-± Tr .{Z*. [Z*", Zr]}{Z", [Z™, Z^} 
+Tio Tr [Zfc, [Z*. Zr] ] [Zs, [Zm, ZJ| ]) 
+n,TmDn] Tr {Zfc, [Z*, Zr]}{Z-, [ZJ Z"]} + c.c. 
+C?wrm[p] Tr [Z*. [Z*, Zr] ] [Z™, [Z? Z*] ] + c.c. . 
Note that it is not a symmetric trace. The extra 0(R2) terms are required 
to satisfy (5.2), while the terms F and G will be required to satisfy (5.3). 
This K(Z,Z) gives g as 
12
   
21
     zeMN/sN 
= % - *%«(* + *)*(* + ^)r - n%fer(^ - z)k(x - z)1 = 
+\siJkJm(x-z)k(x+zy(x-zr 
+ksiJkjm(x-z)k(x-zy(x+zr 
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+|%rmp(^ + «)*(« + 2)r(* - z)m(x - z)P 
+ 12TiJkjrnp(x - z)k(x - z)T(x + zr(x + zY 
+\TiJklmp{x + z)k(x + z)\x + zr{x + zf 
+C.C. 
+ {sd^ijkTmn ~ 72d^k^P9^pJmT+ ^kilmjn + c-c') 
(x - z)k(x - f)r(a: - z)m(x - g)*1 
+ {Pijklmn - hRi^SPq'RPJmT) (« - *)*(* " ^)^ + ^)m(2 + ^ 
+ {TeUiJkjmfi + 2Fk{[mjn) (x - z)k(x + z^x - z)m(x + zf + ex. 
+ ■■•. 
(5.18) 
5.6    Ricci Flatness 
We are now in a position to check the consistency condition (5.3) at higher 
order. 
On the one hand, we list the constraints on the coefRcients STV following 
from Ricci flatness: given that 
0   =   f\z)RizkX{z) 
=   {8iJ+m^Rpq-kjzkzT+...]x 
{RijkT - W(SiStimzm + c.c.) - 2A(TiJkjinpzmzP + c.c.) 
we have 
$*3TijkTmp    =    0, 
(5.19) 
(5.20) 
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for all k,l, m,h, p. 
In order to compute det g to 0(z, I)4, let us put gij = <S,j + hij, and use 
the following formula 
det g   = det (1 + h) 
= exp Tr log(l + h) (5.21) 
= exp (Tr h - ^Tr h2 + ■ • •) . 
(Note that h is 0(^1f1), we can safely neglect higher powers of h.)  Thus, 
we need to check 
Tr h - ^Tr h2 = 0(z, z)5. (5.22) 
Plugging h from (5.18) into (5.22), we immediately get 
O^z1)    =►       (5%-,rm = 0, (5.23) 
from lower order terms as a necessary condition for det 5 = 1. Clearly, these 
follow from Ricci flatness (5.20). 
This is not the case for 0(^2z2) terms. More precisely, the coefficients 
of the following terms cancel using the last equation of (5.20): 
(5.24) 
(a: + z)k{x + z)*{x + z)m{x + *)*, 
{x - z)k{x - z)T{x + z)m{x + zf. 
Those a^jsociated with 
(a? - ^)fc(x - z)r(x - z)m{x - zf, 
{x - z)k{x + ^)r(a: - z)m(x + *)*, (5.25) 
(a: + z)k{x - zy(x + ^)m(^ - z)* 
do not automatically cancel, but can be made to cancel by appropriate choice 
of the terms F and G: 
Fkilm[jn] =:     +T92 {Riqmn^Rpfkj - RiqmjS™'Rplkn) ) 
^JbtTmtJn] =     ""2880 (Riqmn$qPRplkj " Riqmj5qPRplkn) • 
In conclusion, one can find a sixth order K(Z,Z) such that both the 
gauge boson mass condition and det 5 = 1 are satisfied. 
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6    Conclusions 
In this work we found actions for N Dp-branes sitting at points in a three- 
complex dimensional Kahler manifold, satisfying natural conditions from 
D-brane physics, notably the enhancement of gauge symmetry when the D- 
branes coincide, and the proportionality of the mass of a string stretched 
between two D-branes to the shortest geodesic distance between them. 
These actions would be expected to arise as the low energy limit of D- 
brane actions derived from string theory for manifolds with weak curva- 
ture. They are also natural starting points for the definition of M(atrix)- 
theory [7,8] on target space R5~px Tp x Al, where M is topologically trivial 
but curved, or a subregion of a larger compact manifold. The condition on 
the string masses guarantees that the one-loop quantum effective action will 
contain a term v4/d7~p, the leading short distance behavior of the supergrav- 
ity interaction in this case [9]. Now this is not to say that the action as we 
have computed it so far is a complete and consistent definition of M(atrix)- 
theory in this background - it seems likely that additional terms higher order 
in commutators as well as in derivatives would be required to get the physics 
right - but rather that the consistency conditions which we can check at this 
order can be satisfied and with a pleasing degree of uniqueness. 
We found that the mass condition cannot be satisfied unless the manifold 
is Ricci flat, or (combining with the Kahler condition) aCalabi-Yau manifold. 
Now at first this might not seem surprising - certainly we need to start 
with a consistent closed string theory background to define sensible open 
string actions. However, the approach taken here only used rather general 
consistency conditions, and no details of string theory. The standard string 
theory argument, world-sheet conformal invariance expressed as the RG fixed 
point condition on the world-sheet sigma model, does not have any obvious 
connection with the starting point or the analysis. 
Furthermore, the claim that these actions are appropriate starting points 
for M(atrix)-theory certainly suggests that we should look for an argument 
independent of string theory. What we are saying in this context is that 
two a priori independent consistency conditions on the physics - that the 
background satisfy the equations of motion, and that the one-loop quantum 
corrections reproduce supergravity interactions - are in fact related. 
Another known argument for Ricci flatness of target spaces for brane 
theories which may have a closer relation to the present story is the require- 
ment for kappa symmetry of the covariant supermembrane action that the 
background satisfy the supergravity equation of motion [10,11]. Now, ac- 
cording to the rules of M(atrix)-theory, we can find membrane solutions of 
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the action, leading to a possible relation; on the other hand we are neces- 
sarily working in light-cone gauge, where kappa symmetry has already been 
fixed. 
A related argument which could work after gauge fixing is due to Aha- 
rony, Kachru and Silverstein (unpublished). String theory or M-Theory 
compactified on a Calabi-Yau target will have N = 2, d = 4 (or the equiv- 
alent TV = 1, d = 5) supersymmetry, and the branes will break half of this. 
On the other hand, if the space is not Ricci flat, one would argue that since 
there is no covariantly constant spinor, there is no unbroken supersymme- 
try, and the D-brane theory cannot be supersymmetric. Thus, given that 
we assumed that the D-brane theory is supersymmetric, we should find that 
the target space has a covariantly constant spinor and is thus Calabi-Yau. 
Although this is an attractive argument, the problem with it (recognized 
by AKS as well) is that the true condition for supersymmetry in string 
theory is that the target space have zero integrated Ricci curvature (zero 
first Chern class). We expect af corrections to the target space metric, and 
these ca,n be compatible with supersymmetry, if we also have a' corrections 
to the supersymmetry transformation laws, which modify the condition for 
an unbroken supersymmetry away from Ricci flatness. 
Our result adds to this the statement that the exact proportionality of 
the masses of stretched strings to the geodesic distance must also gain a' 
corrections in this case; we know no argument for or against this in general. 
For example, the (?/T orbifold models in [12], which generically describe 
D-brane propagation on non-Ricci flat metrics, will not satisfy the isotropic 
mass condition in these cases. On the other hand, if one can tune the "seed" 
metric in that construction to produce a Ricci flat physical metric, it will be 
interesting to go on and implement the mass condition. 
It will be interesting to recast our discussion in more geometrical lan- 
guage, and find axioms which further constrain the action and determine 
the higher commutator terms. The way in which the Ricci-flatness condi- 
tion arose in our considerations, through the equation (5.3), suggests that 
the full configuration space AV must be Calabi-Yau. 
A very interesting question is whether the mass condition is stable under 
quantum corrections. Since these are non-renormalizable sigma models, the 
question seems best defined for p < 1. For p = 1, it would appear to be 
true at one loop, if the full configuration space is indeed Calabi-Yau. On the 
other hcind, one might worry that the known four-loop beta function would 
violate it. Perhaps the coupling to the gauge fields changes this? For p = 0, 
we do not have renormalization in the conventional sense, but it seems quite 
possible that some problems involving large N numbers of D-branes can be 
treated by a large N renormalization group.   Some comments on this are 
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made in [3]; for both types of renormalization, it will be very interesting to 
look at quantum corrections in these models. 
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